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Recent history

 CTEQ6.6

 published in 2008: in general use at LHC; one of the PDFs 

used for the PDF4LHC interim recommendations

 Phys.Rev.D78:013004,2008.  e-Print: 

arXiv:0802.0007 [hep-ph]

 more recently: Uncertainty induced by QCD coupling in the 

CTEQ-TEA global analysis of parton densities

 e-Print: arXiv:1004.462

 as uncertainty should be added in quadrature with PDF 

uncertainty

 CT09

 Collider Inclusive Jet Data and the Gluon Distribution

 mild tension between Run 1 and Run 2 jet data, but sets are 

compatible; decision to keep both Run 1 and Run 2 jets

 published in 2009: not generally released

 Phys.Rev.D80:014019,2009.  e-Print: 

arXiv:0904.2424 [hep-ph]



Recent history

 CT09MC1,CT09MC2,CT09MCS

 Parton Distributions for Event Generators

 published in JHEP 1004:035,2010.  e-Print: 

arXiv:0910.4183 [hep-ph]

 BTW: since Powheg/MC@NLO now being used for many 

cross sections at the LHC with NLO PDFs for matrix 

element evaluation,and UE tunes exist for most NLO PDFs 

can also use NLO PDFs for UE/parton showering

 CT10/CT10W

 New Parton Distributions for Collider Pysics

 published in PRD82:074024,2010

 most up-to-date, includes Tevatron jet data from both Run 1 

and Run 2, HERA1 combined data, as well as D0 Run 2 W 

lepton asymmetry data (for CT10W)



CT10
 CT10/CT10W

 new experimental data, statistical methods, parameterization 

forms

 combined HERA data set, CDF/D0 Run 2 Z rapidity, 

inclusive jets

 lepton asymmetry data from CDF/D0 Run 2

 experimental normalizations Ni treated on same footing as 

other systematic errors

 minimum of c2 with respect to Ni found algebraically

 nominal shifts accounted for in producing eigenvector sets

 all data weights set to 1 (except for some cases for CT10W)

 more flexible parameterizations for g(x,Qo),d(x,Qo),s(x,Qo)

 26 free parameters; 26 eigenvector directions

 tolerance

 look for 90% CL along each eigenvector direction

 within the limits of the quadratic approximation, can scale 

between 68% and 90% CL with naïve scaling factor



CT10/CT10W

 Tension observed between D0 II electron asymmetry data and 

other data

 W lepton asymmetry data constrains d(x)/u(x) at x->1; D0 Run 

2 lepton asymmetry data apparently disagrees with existing  

constraints on d/u obtained from the NMC ratio data and the 

Run 1 W asymmetry data (with minor tension with BCDMS F2 

data)

 CDF electron data agrees with D0 electron data

 Tension between D0 II electron and muon asymmetry data

 Two series of PDF’s are introduced

 CT10: no Run 2 W asymmetry

 c2/dof=3000/2750~1.1

 CT10W: Run 2 W asymmetry with an extra weight



CT10

 Combined HERA data sets reduce low x uncertainties

 Somewhat higher c2 in CT10 fits



CT10

 Some changes in quark and gluon distributions

 Small increases in some kinematic regions

 Decrease in low x strange quark

~mW/Z



CT10/CT10W predictions

No big changes with respect to CTEQ6.6





Closeup of W/Z at 7 TeV

 W/Z cross sections at LHC (7 TeV) slightly decrease

 impact of new combined HERA data alone lead to a small 

increase

 other factors in fit (decrease of s quark, etc) lead to a net slight 

decrease



W lepton asymmetry at the LHC

CT10/10W should look similar to CTEQ6.6 here



NMC data: F2 vs s

 NMC experiment reported 

both F2 and differential cross 

section measurements

 Value of R used for low x is 

inconsistent with current world 

knowledge

 Recent paper by Alekhin, 

Bluemlein and Moch 

(arXiv:1101.5261) pointed this 

out and showed that in ABKM 

analysis, the use of R (rather 

than s) results in an increase 

in the predictions for Higgs 

production at both the 

Tevatron and LHC

 correct way of including 

data is with the cross 

sections

 CTEQ PDFs have 

always used the NMC 

values of F2

 We tried replacing F2 by 

the differential cross 

sections and find little 

difference in the fit 

results



Results

 Blue band is CT10 uncertainty

 Green: replace NMC F2 by cross section data

 Red: include Run II W electron asymmetry data with 

various weights

 By definition, as(mZ) is fixed at 0.118 (world average)

mh=160

at Tevatron

mh=160

at 7 TeV



Issues regarding jet cross sections

…from Jet Pair 

Production in 

Powheg, 

arXiv:1012.3380

note that theory/data

has a slope not

evident with fixed

order comparisons

(NLO corrected by

UE/hadronization)

also observed in

ATLAS comparisons

(but can’t show them

here)

an effect we need to

understand



Correlations (see PDF4LHC note)

 Consider a cross section X(a)

 ith component of gradient of X is

 Now take 2 cross sections X and Y 

 or one or both can be pdf’s

 Consider the projection of gradients of 
X and Y onto a circle of radius 1 in the 
plane of the gradients in the parton 
parameter space

 The circle maps onto an ellipse in the 
XY plane 

 The angle f between the gradients of 
X and Y is given by

 The ellipse itself is given by

•If two cross sections/pdf’s are very

correlated, then cosf~1

•…uncorrelated, then cosf~0

•…anti-correlated, then cosf~-1



Correlations among Higgs channels/backgrounds

…can be used for combination of Higgs channels, subtraction of backgrounds
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Correlations among Higgs channels/backgrounds

…can be used for combination of Higgs channels, subtraction of backgrounds



PDF Errors (in Blackhat+Sherpa ntuples)

Better than what is done in MCFM (as far as disk space is concerned); PDF errors are

generated on-the-fly through calls to LHAPDF. But then don’t store information for 

individual eigenvectors. 

Suppose I want to calculate the PDF errors for a ratio (say n+1 jet/n jet)

for W+n jet NLO analysis

that Brian Martin 

and I are carrying

out



Using correlations to determine PDF uncertainties

For each event, calculate the gradient direction (22 eigenvector directions for CTEQ6.6).

Keep a running (weighted) determination of this gradient as you cycle through all events.

Suppose now you want to understand the cancellation in PDF errors between two 

cross sections, again like sn+1jets/sn jets. Calculate the correlation cosine. 

Now you can calculate the error on the ratio taking into account the correlation in the

errors, while only storing a 22 dimensional array per cross section. 



Correlations, continued…

one interesting angle to calculate

is the angle between the gradient

for a particular physics process

and the hyperplane formed by the

first n eigenvectors

take gg->Higgs (120 GeV)

eigenvector cos f 

=1 0.028

<=2 0.077

<=3 0.077

<=4 0.534 (4 has impact)

<=5 0.551

<=6 0.553

<=7 0.602

<=8 0.604

<=9 0.609

<=10 0.808

<=11 0.808

so very strong correlation (0.8) between the Higgs cross

section and the hyperplane formed by the first 11 (of 22)

eigenvectors in CTEQ6.6

low number eigenvectors have quadratic c2 behavior



On to NNLO

 CTEQ/TEA is working on first 

NNLO PDFs, with goal of 

showing at DIS2011 

 NNLO evolution for as and 

PDFs provided by HOPPET

 Matching coefficients relating 

PDFs in Nf and Nf+1 from 

Smith, van Neerven et al

 NNLO Wilson coefficient 

functions for F2
c(x,Q), FL

c(x,Q)

 Work in progress

 MSbar masses as input; pole 

masses in Wilson coefficient 

functions and PDF evolution

 verifying cancelllations between 

classes of diagrams at Q~mc and 

Q>>mc

ACOT reduces to 

FFNS at Q~mc and 

to ZM at Q>>mc



Some other x bins (still preliminary)



F2
c at NLO and NNLO

…from Les Houches benchmark

studies

CTEQ-TEA

preliminary



PDF4LHC benchmarks/recommendations

We’ve called these interim. How/when do we want to update them? In the next

few months, we’ll have NNLO PDFs for all 6 groups represented in these reports.

We’ll also be able to confront a wide variety of LHC data with predictions from these

PDFs, at a reasonable precision level.  More benchmarking?  



Summary

 Use of NMC cross section data does not have major 

impact on CT10 fit

 but LHC W lepton asymmetry may be reaching the 

point where it can

 Implications of Powheg predictions for inclusive jet data 

need to be understood

 for both Tevatron and LHC

 I like PDF correlations

 NNLO coming in near future based on CT10 dataset

 We need to plan updates for the PDF4LHC documents


